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S i . IMTBODOCTIOM 

Great interest in the phisics of relativlstic nuclear collisions 
in mainly motivated by hopes to obtain new states of nuclear matter in 
which quarqs and gluons are in the state of deconfinement. Howewver, in
vestigations on nuclear matter properties in going from hadron matter to 
quarq-gluon plasma are no less important for modern theory as well. In 
particular, are the states of highly excited hadron matter realized un
der transition in terms of the observed values and (if we manage to ob
serve) how are these states related to colour degrees of freedom? 

Using the relativistic invariant method of analysis of nucleus-
nucleus and hadron-nucleus reactions over an energy interval of 4—40 
GeV, we have observed the existence of two types of nucleon clusters 
characterized by different values of temperature: type I with < 1*} = 
60-70 MeV and type Ц with 112> = 120-130 MeV. It has also been shown 
that clusters of type I have universal properties depending on neither 
the type of reaction In which they are produced nor collision energy 
from 4 to 40 GeV/c. Such properties of nucleon clusters characterize 
fundamental features of hadron matter, and the observation of nucleon 
clusters can be associated with the existence of highly excited nuclear 
matter. 

Assuming that nucleon clusters are decay products of some quasi-
stationary states produced in relativistic nuclear collisions, the life
time of excited nuclear matter oan be estimated. 

This Daper presents the results of studying nucleon clusters as 
resonance states with the measurement of their widths and hence their 

/?/ lifetimes. Preminary results have published elsewere. 

I 2. RTPRBTMEMT AMD METHOD OP M4LTSIS 

Experimental data are obtained using the 2m propane bubble chamber 
exposed to the beams of p t d, He and С particles with F « 4.2 A GeV/c 
at the Synchrophasotron at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR, The 
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methods of experiment and film information analysis are described in 
detail in papers /3-5/- The total statistics of interactions on propane 
is given in Table I. The separation criteria of p, d, He and С collisi
ons with carbon nuclei from the events on propane are described in paper 

Table I 

STATISTICS OF BYEHTS 

Type of interaction Number of events 

P (C 3H 8) 8884 

d (C3Hg) II37I 

He(C 3H 8) 9039 

С (С 3П 8) 14635 

The efficiency of separation of collisions with carbon was no less 
than 96%. 

Some peculiarities of secondary particle identification in the pro
pane chamber should be noted. The chamber was located in the magnetic 
field, and so negative particles were identified by the curvature of 
their tracks. The lower limit of proton registration in the chamber, 
was P = 150 MeV/c. Protone could be distinguished from ji *" mesons up 
to P - 900 MeV/c by path and ionization. Positive singlecharged particles 
with momentum more than this value were classified as protons. The 
maximum mixture of .//"'"mesons among positive particles in p, d, He and 
С collisions with carbon nuclei not exceed 12%. 

Proton clusters were separated by the Lorentz invariant method in 
^-velocity space. 

Main variables are dimensionless relativlstic - invariant 
quantities 7 6 , 7 / 
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iu-(k-kP-^-«*y CD 

Неге Р, and P. are four - momenta; m. and m k the masses of the 
considered particles. 

To separate clusters in the events with proton multiplicity 
n . ^ , the quantity Ap was minimized 

were V. and V.are the centre of clusters cA , /J. They are unit 
4-dimensional vectors. 

(2) 

= Г«.",0°/ ^--^/щ^у 
are ^-velocities of secondary protons relative to the centre of clus
ters ot and fl , respectively. Spectator (P-, ,£ 250 MeV/c) and strip
ping (Pj , > 3,0 GeV/c and tf\Au •$ ̂  ) protons were excluded from the 
analysis. 

All possible permutations of /7n protons into two groups were con-
cidered in order to separate out two clusters. 

Two clusters or one cluster and a positively charged particle were 
assumed to be produced in the event if the distance between separated 
groups of protons In the four-velocity space satisfied the condition 

*,= -№-!£)**/ . w 

If this condition is fulfilled the event is treatad as undivided. 
The fraction of undivided events Is 32% In pC oolllelons and decreases 
up to I4t with increasing projectile mass in CC collisions. 

Further, as in previous papers, dusters produoed in the target 
fragmentation region, I.e. the earbon nucleus, have been studied beoause 
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poBitively oharged particles are identified better in this region. The 
separation of clusters by variables JCffc and OCifr is discribed in de
tail in papers ' I ' ° ' . Under this condition (4) -• 8% of protons fall 
within the overlap region of two clusters in 4-velooity space. 

Table 2 gives the number of separated clusters with /7- = 2+6 in 
pC, dC, HeC and CC collisions. 

Table 2 

Number of clusters with proton multiplicity 
n = 2*6 in p, d , He and CC collisions 

Лг l_ 
2 2090 
3 1813 
h 1020 
5 5*9 
6 253 

S 3. AHALISIS OF BFFBCTITB MASS SPECTRA OF HUCLEOH CLUSTERS 
/2/ 

It has been shown that the largest contribution to the produc
tion of clusters with T, = 60+70 MeV 1в made by clusters with small 
proton multiplicity Пр = 2;3. 

Figures I and 2 show the effective mass spectra of clusters with 
a step of 10 MeV and 25 MeV for this multiplicity, respectively. As 
seen from the figures, maxima pointing to the possibility of production 
of nucleon resonance states are observed for some values of masses. 
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Fig. I fig. 2 
То analyse the obtained spectra, the resolution function has been 

for e«\ch couple (or three) tracks of particles from the cluster two or 
three random numbers K̂  distributed according to the normal law were 
simulated by the Monte Carlo method. These numbers were then multiplied 
by the value of experimental errors in measuring particle momenta й Р., 
Later on the cluster mass И , was determined taking into account new 
particle momenta ?± + K ^ . ? h e / M _ M ') distribution was obtained 

I Cl Cl* 
for diffrent M , intervals. Such a procedure was repeated more than once 
for each combination of particle tracks in the cluster. The errors in 
measuring the emission angles of particles in our experiment are negli
gibly amllIn comparison with the momentum ones, and so they were not 
taken into account. 

The obtained (Hj-M ,) distributions in different M , intervals are 
satisfactorily described by the Gaussian function. 

Dispersions Ь of these distributions were derived by approxima
tion with the Gaussian function. The О dependences on the clusters 
mass M , with Л = 2 and 3 are shown in figs 3 and k. The errors in de
termining M , are small and equal to 2.5* ^ MeV within the first two 

mass H . intervals at the phase space boundary at /) = 2 and 3. 



A small error is due to that all proton momenta in this region deter
mined by path with a precision of 2+ЗЯ. Further the value ofO rises 
linearly with increasing the cluster mass. At Л а = 2 the depen
dence can be described by the function: 

6"<n„ 2) 0.245 + O.I3I-M„ <5) 

at f) p= 3 

£"</% =3) = - 0.366 + 0.127- (6) 

Мкл.ГзВ 

Fig. 3 fts. 4 
The obtained dependences have been used to determine the masses and 
widths of presumable nucleor. resonances. For this the experimental 
dN/dM , spectra were approximated by an analitlcal expression contai
ning the sum of the B.W. functions corresponding to 3 resonance states 
and a background term 

F(M) * S o(i B - w - i CM) + fi'Ph (M) 
1=1 J 

(7) 

Here and are the coefficients defining the contributions 
of the B.W. functions and the background term. When analysing the 
spectra of cluster masses, we have to take into account the distortion 
of the B.W. functions because of changing the experimental mass errors. 

So the B.W. functions are given as follows 
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(8) 

r rr 
The Q(m) dependence Is taken according to formulae (5) and (6). 

The B.W. (ra) functions are written as 

Intergration in formula(8)WBB performed over the whole mass interval 
observed in the experiment. The intergral value of the B.W.. 
functions smeared by the resolution function was normalized to unity. 

Two variants have been considered as a background term. 

1. Background term was taken as a linear combination of Legendre 
orthogonal polinomials of the 4th degree 

%+t -OoK -i-tyPi* .. t&hPh сю) 

The coefficients a were derived approximating the dN/dM , experi
mental spectra by function (10). 

L 
2. The effective mass distributions obtained in pC, dC, HeC and 

12 
CC collisions simulated by the cascade model were regarded as back

ground ores /9,10/. These distributions were obtained with the aid of 
the algorithm used for the analysis of experimental data. 

3lrr,ulateu eventB of different types were summed up in the same pro
portions as In thf experiment. 

In both cases background and experimental distributions were pre
viously normalized to the same square. Then the value of the coeffici
ent В was derived approximating by formula (8). 

The results of approximation of the experimental spectra by the 
function (8) are shown in figs. 2 and 3 by the solid lines. The contri
bution of background distribution Is denoted by the dashed lines. 
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Tables 3 and 4 give both the values of masses M , widths ' ± , and also 

coefficients determing the contribution of background distributions. 

Table 3 

The values of masses K. and widt ha I of proton resonances 

with multiplicity ff = 2 

i \ , GeV P ± , GeV Л 2 /п "i.GeV Г 1 , CteT ;с г/п 

Background i s taken as Background i s taken as 
the sum of Jeeendre "cluster1 1 moss dlatribu-
polinomtals ( Д = 0.66} tione in events simula-

' ted by the cascade 
model С Я = 0.36) 

I 

2 

3 

1.919+0.003 

1.967+0.004 

2.014+0.042 

0.023+0.012 

0.010+0.015 

0.168+0.084 

1.05 
1.920+0.002 

1.966+0.004 

2.009+0.007 

0.022+О.ОП 

О.ОЮ+0.014 

0.195+0.023 

1.04 

Table 4 

'fhe values of masses Mi and widths of proton 
resonances vdth multiplicity г*&= 3 

i Mi , GeV P i , GeV Л 2 /" Hi, GeV P i , GeV / t2/-. 

Background i s taken as Background i s taken as 
the sum of Jegendre "cluster" mass distribu-
polynomials ( g = 0.46) tions in events oinulated 

J by the cascade model 
( ^ = 0.27) 

I 

2 

3 

2.935+р.ОП 

3.007+0.006 

3.125+0.029 

0.071+0.020 

0.0I6+O.0I5 

0.249+0.045 

0.94 2.933+0.007 

3.006+0.005 

3.I22+O.0I2 

0.091+0.018 

0.022+0.0IQ 

0.225+0.032 

0.86 
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As seen from the tables, in two - and three - proton clusters the 
first two states with M. and M„ are characterized by widths from a few 
HeV to a few tens MeV, i.e. they are rather narrow. The masses M, at f) 

= 2 concide within the experimental errors with the masses of narrow 
dibaryon resonances observed in paper as well as in a number other 
works. 

The states with masses M~ are characterized by widths of 100*200 
MeV. However, the mass resolution does not allow one to register reso
nance states with widths of tens MeV in the region of large M ,. 

That is why the observed states with masses M., can be realy the 
superposition of such states, and this lead to increasing the measured 
width / ̂ . 

We failed to find a resonance structure in effective mass distribu
tions of clusters with multiplicity П Я.*+ using the available statisti
cal data. 

5 4. AMCLAB DISTRIBUTION OP PROTOMS PRODUCED 
IS RESONANCE DECAY 

The angular distributions of protons in the rest frame of clusters 
produced in the mass region close to resonance values have been studied 
in order to have a notion about spin states of presumable resonances.The 
folliwing mass regions were chosen: at ft = 2: M , = M. + 12 MeV and ° p cl 1 — 
H . = M D + 10 MeV; at И = 3: M , = H. + 50 MeV and M , = tt0 + 30 MeV. 
Cl d — ' P Cl 1 — Cl г: — 

Figures 5 and 6 show the proton Icoso'' I distributions in the clu
ster rest frame, were # is the emission angle of protons relative to 
the momentum direction of the cluster in the lab. system. Similar distri
butions are presented for comparison in the region of large masses were 
no resonance structures are observed within the experimental errors. As 
seen from the figures, the angular distributions of protons in the clua-
ter rest frame differ from the isotropic ones except the mass region 
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near M. = 2.935 GeV. This shows that presumable nucleon resonances could 
have a spin different from zero. However, our statictics should be in
creased significantly on order determine spin states of nucleon reso
nances . 

S 5- COHCLIISIOHS 

The study of the nucleon cluster properties with T. = 60+70 MeV 
produced in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions at T = 4.2 A 
GeV allows the following main conclusions to be drawn. 

1. Previously discovered universal properties of nucleon clusters, 
i.e. their independence of the type of reaction and projectile energy 
indicate that the process of nucleon cluster production is closely rela
ted to the degree of excited nuclear matter in relativistic nuclear col
lisions. 

2. The analysis of the effective mass spectra of nucleon clusters 
with /7 = 2;3 allows one to assume that they are a decay producte of 
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nucleon resonance states with widths from a few MeV up to a few tens 
/—' £_ —22 

MeV which corresponds to the lifetime of such states "£ = f)Ir ~I0 sec. 
3- The angular distribution character of protons in the cluster 

rest frame relative to the direction of cluster momentum in the lab. 
system shows that presumable resonance states could have spins different 
from zero. 

4. A sizeable increase of statistics is reguired for completion of 
this analysis. 

In conclusion the authors are grateful to N.Angelov, Yu.A.Troyan 
and V.N.Pechenov for theirs help in calculations ano useful diycussions. 
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Исследование спектров эффективных масс нуклонных 
кластеров, образующихся во взаимодействиях релятивистских ядер 

Изучаются спектры эффективных масс нуклонных кластеров, обра
зующихся во взаимодействиях р, d, Не и С частиц с ядрами углерода 
при Р = 4,2-А ГэВ/с. Результаты анализа показали, что кластеры с мно
жественностью протонов п = 2 и 3 могут быть продуктами распада ну
клонных резонансов с ширинами от нескольких МэВ до нескольких 
десятков МэВ. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
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Didenko L.A., | Grishin У . 5 П , Kuznetsov А.А. E l -91-329 
Search for and Study of the Effective Mass Spectra 
of Nucleon Clusters Produced in Relativistic Nucleon Collisions 

The effective mass spectra of nucleon clusters, produced in p, d . He and С 
collisions wi th carbon nuclei at P = 4.2.A GeV/c are studied. The results obtain
ed show that clusters with proton multipl icity n = 2 and 3 can be interpreted 
as decay products of nucleon resonances wi th a width from a few MeV to a few 
tens MeV. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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